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Machine learning needs causal reasoning to generalize
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Machine learning needs causal reasoning to generalize
•
•
•
•

To
To
To
To

react to events different from the training set
explain what happened
capture how the world works
answer what if, intervention, and counterfactual questions [11]
•
•
•
•

Was it the new tax policy that caused prices to increase?
What if my train had not been late?
How effective is a treatment in preventing a disease?
Can hiring records prove an employer guilty of gender discrimination?

Figure 1:

Machine learning systems reacting to atypical situations. Adapted from [1]
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Correlation does not imply causation
“You are smarter than your data. Data do not understand causes and
effects; humans do.” Judea Pearl, The Book of Why
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Correlation does not imply causation
“You are smarter than your data. Data do not understand causes and
effects; humans do.” Judea Pearl, The Book of Why
the rooster crows ⏊ {the sun rises}

Super rooster making the sun rise
by crowing

Stupid rooster crowing because
the sun rises

Space-time and context information
(date, location, photographer …)
Sun has risen

Picture objects

Picture background
Spurious correlation

Rooster has crowed

Using causal reasoning enables:
Streetlight has
been turned off

• Humans to better understand
modeled underlying mechanisms
• Models to generalize better
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Causal learning provides causal reasoning to machine learning

1. Observations / associations
• “What if I see X = x?”
• “Is symptom X associated with disease Y?”
Causal hierarchy. Adapted from [12]

• P(y |x)
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2. Interventions – action-guidance
• “What if I do X = x?”
• “Will exercise lower my cholesterol?”
• P(y |do(x), z)
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Causal learning provides causal reasoning to machine learning

3. Counterfactuals - against existing
observations
• “What if X = x had been X = x ′ ?”
• “Was it the aspirin that stopped my
headache?”
• P(y ′ |do(x ′ ), y )

2. Interventions – action-guidance
• “What if I do X = x?”
• “Will exercise lower my cholesterol?”
• P(y |do(x), z)

1. Observations / associations
• “What if I see X = x?”
• “Is symptom X associated with disease Y?”
Causal hierarchy. Adapted from [12]

• P(y |x)
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Causal Learning, Causal Discovery and Causal Inference
Causal Learning
Causal Learning consists in building a causal model.
A causal model describes the causal relations between the variables
formulated by, for instance, Structural Causal Models (SCM), which include
a Causal Graph and structural equations [10].

A

𝑈𝐵

C
B
𝑓𝐵 (𝐴, 𝐶, 𝑈𝐵 )

𝑈𝑌

Y
𝑓𝑌 (𝐵, 𝐶, 𝑈𝑌 )

𝑈𝐵 , 𝑈𝑌 : independent noises
{𝑓𝐵 , 𝑓𝑌 } : the structural equations
A, B, C, Y : observed variables
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Causal Learning, Causal Discovery and Causal Inference
Causal Learning
Causal Learning consists in building a causal model.
A causal model describes the causal relations between the variables
formulated by, for instance, Structural Causal Models (SCM), which include
a Causal Graph and structural equations [10].

A

𝑈𝐵

Causal Discovery

C
𝑓𝐵 (𝐴, 𝐶, 𝑈𝐵 )

𝑈𝑌

• Goal : Find the causal graph (focus on
the structure)
• P(A 7→ B)

B

Causal Inference

Y
𝑓𝑌 (𝐵, 𝐶, 𝑈𝑌 )

𝑈𝐵 , 𝑈𝑌 : independent noises
{𝑓𝐵 , 𝑓𝑌 } : the structural equations
A, B, C, Y : observed variables

• Goal : Estimate (Conditional) Average
Treatment Effects
• Intervention : P(Y ′ |do(B ′ ), Y )
• Counterfactual : P(Y |do(B), C )
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From graphs to DAGs: a
low-complexity model and a
scalable algorithm - Shuyu Dong

From graphs to DAGs: a low-complexity
model and a scalable algorithm
Causal structure learning: from data to DAG (directed acyclic graph)

variables

samples

X

This work: from graph to DAG

minA∈Rd×d ∥A − Z0 ∥

subject to A ∈ DAGs
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DAGs and adjacency matrices
Adjacency matrix (d = 2 variables):
X1

0
0

(0,1)-valued A
Weighted A ∈ Rd×d

X2

0
0

1
0

X1

!

±|w |
0

0 0
1 0
!

X1 ⊥
⊥ X2

X2

!

0
0
±|w | 0

0
0
!

0
0

!
0
0
!
0
0

Space of DAGs, D(d) = {A ∈ {0, 1}d×d : graph(A) is a DAG}, grows
as
2
|D(d)| ≈ d!2d /2 .
• Causal structure learning is NP-hard (Chickering1996)a
a Chickering,

D. M. (1996). Learning Bayesian networks is NP-complete. Learning
from data, pages 121–130. Springer.
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DAGs and adjacency matrices
Adjacency matrix (d = 2 variables):
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X2

0
0

1
0

X1

!

±|w |
0

0 0
1 0
!

X1 ⊥
⊥ X2

X2

!

0
0
±|w | 0

0
0
!

0
0

!
0
0
!
0
0

Question: how to ensure acyclicity?
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Acyclicity: real function characterization
Theorem (ZARX18)1 : The graph of A ∈ Rd×d is a DAG if and only if
tr(exp(A ⊙ A)) − d = 0.
Proof (idea): For A ∈ {0, 1}d×d and any k ≥ 1,
tr(Ak ) = amount of k-cycles.
Total amount of all cycles:

X 1
X 1 k
A =d+
tr(Ak ).
tr(exp(A)) = tr I +
k!
k!
k≥1

k≥1

Then, generalize A to A ⊙ A, the Hadamard product where
(A ⊙ A)ij = A2ij .

□

1 Zheng,

X., Aragam, B., Ravikumar, P. K., and Xing, E. P. (2018). DAGs with NO
TEARS: Continuous optimization for structure learning. In Advances in Neural
Information Processing Systems, volume 31.
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Acyclicity: real function characterization
Landscape of h(A) = tr(exp(A)) − d for d = 2:
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C
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C

0.0
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!
0
.
0
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LoRAM: Low-Rank Additive Model
LoRAM variable
(X , Y )

NOTEARS-type
variable

←

←Ω ←
AΩ ∈ Rd×d

XY T

×

X ∈ Rd×r

Y T ∈ Rr×d

LoRAM for Non-combinatorial Opt via Trace Exponential:
min

A∈Rd×d

s.t.

f (A)

A ∈ DAGs

NOTEARS (ZARX18)
NOTEARS-low-rank
LoRAM (ours)

⇔

min

A∈Rd×d

s.t.

Search space
Rd×d
d×r
R
× Rd×r
d×r
R
× Rd×r

f (A)

tr(exp(A ⊙ A)) − d = 0

Memory req.
O(d 2 )
O(dr )
O(dr )

Complexity
O(d 3 )
O(d 3 )
?
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LoRAM: gradient computation
Algorithm Approximation of (A, C , B) 7→ (exp(A) ⊙ C )B
1: for k = 0, . . . , m∗ do
1
(A ⊙ C )B
2:
B ← k+1
3:
F ←F +B
4:
B←F
5: end for

• Choice of m∗ : adapted from (AMH11)2 for exp(A)B
• Cost:O(|Ω|r ), where |Ω| = ρd 2 ≤ d 2 and r ≪ d.

101
100
10 1
10 2
10 3
10 4
10 5
10 6

Cosine similarity
1.0

10

4

10

2
100
|A (X, Y)|F

=1.0e-03
=5.0e-03
=1.0e-02
=5.0e-02
102

Average Cosine Similarity

Relative Error

Relative error
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

=1.0e-03
=5.0e-03
=1.0e-02
=5.0e-02
10 4
10 2
100
|A (X, Y)|F

102
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LoRAM: gradient computation
Algorithm Approximation of (A, C , B) 7→ (exp(A) ⊙ C )B
1: for k = 0, . . . , m∗ do
1
(A ⊙ C )B
2:
B ← k+1
3:
F ←F +B
4:
B←F
5: end for

• Choice of m∗ : adapted from (AMH11)2 for exp(A)B
• Cost:O(|Ω|r ), where |Ω| = ρd 2 ≤ d 2 and r ≪ d.

˜
→ ∇h
→ ∇h
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Experiments
Noise: Reverted cause-effect pairs E = σE A⋆ T , for σE = 0.4.

• SHD (structural Hamming dist.):
total nb of +/− and reversion of
edges needed

800
Time (seconds)

• TPR, FPR: true/false positive rate

600

200
0

(α, r )
(5.0,
(5.0,
(5.0,
(5.0,
(5.0,
(2.0,
(2.0,
(2.0,

40)
40)
40)
40)
40)
80)
80)
80)

d
100
200
400
600
800
1000
1500
2000

Runtime (sec)
1.82 / 0.67
2.20 / 3.64
2.74 / 16.96
3.40 / 42.65
4.23 / 83.68
7.63 / 136.94
13.34 / 437.35
20.32 / 906.94

LoRAM (Ours)
NoTears

400

500
1000
1500
d (number of nodes)

LoRAM (ours) / NOTEARS
TPR
FDR
1.00 / 1.00
0.00e+0 / 0.0
0.98 / 0.95
2.50e-2 / 0.0
0.98 / 0.98
2.50e-2 / 0.0
0.98 / 0.96
1.67e-2 / 0.0
0.99 / 0.97
7.81e-3 / 0.0
1.00 / 0.96
0.00e+0 / 0.0
1.00 / 0.96
8.88e-4 / 0.0
1.00 / 0.96
7.49e-4 / 0.0

2000

SHD
0.0 / 0.0
1.0 / 2.0
4.0 / 4.0
6.0 / 16.0
5.0 / 22.0
0.0 / 36.0
2.0 / 94.0
3.0 / 148.0
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Conclusion and discussions

• A new low-rank causal structure model
• An efficient computational framework, suitable for finding proximal
DAGs
• Requirements: a sparse supergraph (Ω) is needed

Future work and Perspectives:
• Causal structure discovery, from observational data
• High-dimensional applications, few data scenarios
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Spatio-Temporal Causal Learning
- Cyriaque Rousselot

How can we approach such problems ?

1. Understand actors and resources

2. Designing a modular solution

3. Shape information we want to obtain

14

Cartography of Actors and resources
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Building an exposition model
Idea
Verify the pesticide level each week, at each point of interest.

16

Issues with Divide and Conquer
Idea
Verify one molecule in one region.

Issues
Lack of data. Under-specified problem . Both the farmer strategy and
the spreading phenomena to consider.
17

Blessings of big data

Increase Geographical Scale
• More data
• Farmers are in France (closed system)
• Limit neighbouring effect
Multiple molecules
• Environment is similar across molecules ( winds, ground,
precipitations...)
• Choice of using molecule A is informative on the choice of using
molecule B

18

GNN for Exposition prediction

Idea
• Train a graph model, leave-one-out on all molecules and check
predictions on sensor points.
• Use radius from the sensors position to extrapolate to other points
in France
Future improvements
Incorporate products selling data, meteorological data, rodent data...

19

What should we expect from the final product ?

Issues
• We can’t perform intervention.
• We want something interpretable.
Observational Causal Guarantees
Can we find those interventions in sequential data ? ( Causal Inference
in Public Health A. Glass et al. )
Causal Feature engineering
Can we chose aggregates without losing statistical power ?

20

Conclusion

• We look forward to see Health data

• Causality plays a central role

• It’s an exciting project !
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Causal Data Augmentation Audrey Poinsot

Context - Tabular data augmentation is still an opened question
Data Augmentation
Data Augmentation (DA) consists in artificially increasing the labeled
dataset’s size with synthesized samples bringing relevant additional
information to the model.
• DA is particularly relevant in partial knowledge and small data regimes
• It has been proven to be efficient in CV [5, 15]
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Context - Tabular data augmentation is still an opened question
Data Augmentation
Data Augmentation (DA) consists in artificially increasing the labeled
dataset’s size with synthesized samples bringing relevant additional
information to the model.
• DA is particularly relevant in partial knowledge and small data regimes
• It has been proven to be efficient in CV [5, 15]
• However, it is still a challenge for time series or tabular data [16]

Problem
Current methods lack balance between realism and diversity [19]
• Classical approaches: (too) similar to real data
• Deep Generative Networks: diverse but unrealistic generations
22

Motivation - Incorporating causal reasoning in DA methods
Solution
Causal Data Augmentation aims at incorporating causal reasoning [20]
using the knowledge encoded into the causal graph during the data
generation process.
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Motivation - Incorporating causal reasoning in DA methods
Solution
Causal Data Augmentation aims at incorporating causal reasoning [20]
using the knowledge encoded into the causal graph during the data
generation process.
• Dependencies among input variables −
→ less chaotic generation
• Conditional independences −
→ more diversity
• Explicit confounding −
→ debiasing
Fork

Collider

𝑋1

𝑋1

Chain

𝑋2
𝑋1

𝑋2

𝑋3
𝑋2 ⏊𝑋3 |𝑋1

𝑋2

𝑋3

𝑋3
𝑋1 ⏊𝑋2

𝑋1 ⏊𝑋3 |𝑋2

Figure 2: Causal graphical building blocs and associated invariance rules
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Motivation - Still too little work on causal tabular DA

Most causal data augmentation methods use the specific structures of
the data type
• CV: content-style structure [18, 6]
• NLP: use of symmetries in text + human counterfactual modifications [8]

=⇒ Not generalisable to tabular data
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Motivation - Still too little work on causal tabular DA

Most causal data augmentation methods use the specific structures of
the data type
• CV: content-style structure [18, 6]
• NLP: use of symmetries in text + human counterfactual modifications [8]

=⇒ Not generalisable to tabular data

Only 2 methods exist in the literature for tabular data:
• ADMG [17]: augmenting diversity with invariance rules
• Causal Bootstrap [9, 4]: debiasing via resampling depending on
confounders

24

ADMG - General idea

Idea: Generate the Cartesian product of
observations for variables satisfying conditional
independence properties
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ADMG - General idea

Idea: Generate the Cartesian product of
observations for variables satisfying conditional
independence properties
→
− In practice, it is not that simple with a more
complex causal graph. P(X3 = x3 |X1 = a, X2 = d)
needs to be estimated.

𝑌
𝑋1

𝑋2

𝑋3
25

ADMG - Formulas
• Like a regularization term in the loss
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ADMG - Formulas
• Like a regularization term in the loss

• Each augmented datapoint is weighted by its existence probability
using Kernel Density Estimates

• A recurrence formula can be build thanks to the factorization
hypothesis
• The probability that the variable j equals ij knowing that its parents
equal i1:j−1

26

ADMG - Algorithm

27

ADMG - Results & Next steps
First experiments
• (a) : Unexpected results
• MSE not really decreasing
• Increasing uncertainly
• MSE improvement from Baseline to
Proposed independent of train data size

• (b) : More logical results

Figure 3:

(a) ADMG results
from [17] on Sachs dataset (b) my
ADMG results on Sachs [14]
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ADMG - Results & Next steps
First experiments
• (a) : Unexpected results
• MSE not really decreasing
• Increasing uncertainly
• MSE improvement from Baseline to
Proposed independent of train data size

• (b) : More logical results

Next steps
• Make our own experiments to have
robust results
• Understand why the augmented data are
(not) useful
• Not enough diversity?
• Not anymore on the data support?
• Are observations combinations relevent?

Figure 3:

(a) ADMG results
from [17] on Sachs dataset (b) my
ADMG results on Sachs [14]

• Improve the method
28

Toward more Realistic Causal
Simulations - Audrey Poinsot

Context - Existing ground truth is very rare in causality
Most
=⇒
=⇒
=⇒

of the available data are observational
Unknown causal graph or intervention effects
No ground truth to compare with
Practitioners need simulated data to evaluate their algorithms
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• Biases toward ML approaches [2]
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Context - Existing ground truth is very rare in causality
Most
=⇒
=⇒
=⇒

of the available data are observational
Unknown causal graph or intervention effects
No ground truth to compare with
Practitioners need simulated data to evaluate their algorithms

Problem
The simulated datasets currently used are not representative of real use cases
• Varsorting in synthetic data sets [13]
• Biases toward ML approaches [2]

Solution
Generate, from a real data set from a concrete task, new data associated with
a causal graph
• Generator corresponding to a set of structural equations
• Adversarial approach already studied with SAM [7]
29

SAM - Structural Agnostic Modelling [7]
Goal: Discover the Causal Graph ̸= Generate good quality data

30

Internship offer - Two directions

Direction A: Benchmark of SAM used as a generator on different
problems (causal/anti-causal, regression/classification) and domains
• Is it suitable to use SAM as a data generator in practice? Do we manage to fit the real data
distributions?
• Is the generator powerful enough to generate challenging benchmarks to compare causal
discovery methods and treatment effect estimators?
• To which extend and under which conditions the simulators can be far from the true causal
problem ( wrong causal structure or wrong functions)?
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Internship offer - Two directions

Direction A: Benchmark of SAM used as a generator on different
problems (causal/anti-causal, regression/classification) and domains
• Is it suitable to use SAM as a data generator in practice? Do we manage to fit the real data
distributions?
• Is the generator powerful enough to generate challenging benchmarks to compare causal
discovery methods and treatment effect estimators?
• To which extend and under which conditions the simulators can be far from the true causal
problem ( wrong causal structure or wrong functions)?

Direction B: Modify SAM to incorporate prior knowledge
• Which constraints to use? Do they work?
• Does constraining the model in the learning phase help the simulator to be closer to the real
causal problem?
• What happens if a false knowledge is provided? Is it possible to detect it?

31

Takeaways

Takeaways
From graphs to DAGs: a
low-complexity model and a
scalable algorithm
• Causal discovery

Spatio-Temporal Causal Learning
• Causal Inference
• Cyriaque Rousselot,
cyriaque.rousselot@inria.fr

• Shuyu Dong, shuyu.dong@inria.fr

• HORAPEST

• LoRAM [3], Code

Causal Data Augmentation

Toward more Realistic Causal
Simulations

• Incorporating Causal Reasoning in
ML

• Causal discovery & Causal
Inference

• Audrey Poinsot,

• Audrey Poinsot,

audrey.poinsot@inria.fr
• ADMG [17], Causal Boostrap [9, 4]

audrey.poinsot@inria.fr
• SAM [7]

Do not hesitate to contact us!
32

Questions?
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